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ABSTRACT
Context. Cloud Computing (CC) uses virtualization to provide computing resources on demand via
Internet. Small and large organizations benefit from CC because of reduced operating costs and
increase in business agility. The migrating Virtual Machine (VM) is vulnerable from attacks such as
fake migration initiations, service interruptions, manipulation of data or other network attacks. During
live migration any security lax in VM firewall policy can put the VM data, OS and the applications on
it at risk. A malicious VM can pose threat to other VMs in its host and consequently for VMs in LAN.
Hardware firewalls only protect VM before and after migration. Plus, they are blind to virtual traffic.
Hence, virtual firewalls (VFs) are used to secure VMs. Mostly; they are deployed at Virtual Machine
Monitor-level (VMM) under Cloud provider‟s control. Source VMM-level VF provides security to
VM before the migration incurs and the destination VMM-level VF starts securing VM after
migration is completed. It thus, becomes possible for attacker to use the intermediate migrating
window to launch attacks on VM. Considering the potential of VFs there should be a great value in
using open source VFs at VM-level for protecting VMs during migration, thereby, reducing the
attacker‟s slot to gain access to VM. It would enable hardened security for overall VM migration.
Objectives. The aim is to investigate VM-level firewalling using open source firewall as a
complementary security layer to VMM-level firewalling, to secure migrating VM in the CC domain.
The first objective is to identify how virtual firewalls secure migrating VM in CC and to propose VMlevel open-source virtual firewalling for protecting VM during migration. Later the VF is
implemented to validate and evaluate its intactness or activeness during migration in real Cloud data
center.
Methods. In the literary review 9 electronic libraries are used, which include IEEE Xplore, ACM
Digital Library, SCOPUS, Engineering Village and Web of Knowledge. Studies are selected after
querying libraries for 2 key terms „virtual machine‟ and „migration‟ (along with other
variations/synonyms), in the abstract. Relevant papers on the subject are read and analyzed. Finally,
the information gaps are identified. Using a lacuna the experimental solution is designed. To test the
potential of VF at VM-level for migrating VM‟s security the experimental validation is performed
using stratification samples of firewall rules. The VF evaluation is done using continuous ICMP echo
packet transmission. The packets are analyzed to determine firewall behavior during migration. To
evaluate the validity, the VM migration is performed 8 times in City Network data center.
Results. The literary review identified the widespread use of VMM-level firewalling for migrating
VM‟s security in CC. The VM-level VFs were not researched nor evaluated for intactness during
migration. The experiment performed at City Network demonstrated that the VM-level VF secures
VM during migration (on average) for 96% of migration time, thereby reducing attack window for
attacker during VM mobility. According to the results the average total migration time was 16.6 s and
average downtime of firewall was as low as 0.47 s, which means that VF at VM-level protects VM
during entire migration span except when VM‟s down (4% of migration time).
Conclusions. The research concludes that VM-level firewalling using open source VF as an additional
security layer in CC for VM migrations is feasible to employ and will enhance the migrating
machine‟s security by providing hardened firewall service during migration process, thus, reducing
the potential attack window. VMM-level VF provides security in post and pre migration phase. Using
VM-level VF as a complementary measure to VMM-level VF enables additional protection for VM
migration process, thereby reducing the chances for attacker to attack VM during transition.

Keywords: virtual machine, migration, firewall.
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INTRODUCTION
CC changes the way IT architectural solutions are put forward using virtualization.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)1 defined CC as, model
for enabling on-demand access to networks, storage, applications, and services (Mell
and Grance, 2011). Examples of CC products are Amazon Web Service, Google
AppEngine, and Windows Azure. Both small and large organizations benefit from CC
in terms of reduced operating costs and increase in business agility (Garrison, 2012).
The CC paradigm has attracted the attention of many academic and industrial
researchers. European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) 2 carried
out a study in which CC security was labeled as an important research area (Catteddu
and Hogben, 2009).
The key technique behind CC is virtualization. The inherent vulnerabilities of
internal network in host and Local Area Network (LAN) pose threat to the VMs when
they are live migrated. These security challenges are presented in (Modi et al. 2012;
Qina et al. 2012; Ranjith et al. 2012; Dawoud et al. 2010). It is believed that the VM
migration security is an important research area.
Live VM migration is a powerful feature of virtualization. In it the VMM triggers
the migration and VM is moved from one physical host to another with little or no
delay and without service interruptions (Xianqin et al., 2009). VM migration allows
the CPs to do upgrades, workload balancing, consolidation of VMs, testing and etc.
In the Cloud data center, multiple VMs (with guest OS) run concurrently on a
physical computer (host) using VMM. The network inside host and the LAN, in which
migration is done, is vulnerable to attack just like physical network. This puts the VM
guest OS and the applications hosted on it at risk (Modi et al., 2012; Tavakoli et. al,
2012; Wu and Winer, 2010). The VM faces vulnerabilities when it migrates from one
host to another (Clark et. al, 2005; Oberheide et. al, 2008; Shetty et. al, 2012). VM live
migration is susceptible to network attacks such as ARP spoofing, Man-in-the-middle,
DoS, DDoS, DNS poisoning and etc. (Oberheide et al. 2008; Modi et al. 2012). As
different customers run VMs in same LAN (in which the migration is done) the VM
becomes prone to attacks (Tavakoli et al. 2012). An inappropriate firewall policy
allows an attacker to initiate, control and terminate the migration (Shetty et al. 2012;
Dawoud et al. 2010). A weak or missing policy can help an attacker to fake migration,
insert VM with malicious code, execute rouge code on it or crash it. To prevent any
unauthorized activity the control policy such as firewall rules must be defined and kept
intact all times during migration process (Shetty et al. 2012; Dawoud et al. 2010).
Hardware firewalls are blind to virtual traffic since it never leaves the host. Hence,
the virtual firewalls (VF) are used to secure VMs. VMM-level VF are discussed and
implemented by (Basak et. al, 2010; Carlin and Curran, 2011; Garber, 2012; Sqalli et.
al, 2011). Source VMM-level VF provides security to VM before the migration incurs
and the destination VMM-level VF starts securing VM after migration is completed. It
thus, becomes possible for attacker to use the intermediate migrating window to launch
attacks.
Considering the potential of VFs there should be a great value in using open
source VFs at VM-level for protecting VMs during migration (Basak et al. 2010). The
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open source community has developed firewall solutions such as OpenBSD Packet
Filter firewall, FreeBSD PFSense, and etc. OpenBSD is most mature OS and has more
security focus than other Linux flavors. It has only become stable and richer in security
features over the years (Artymiak 2003). OpenBSD PFF has been ported to other OSs.
Its features3 include stateful ﬁltering, IPv4 and IPv6 ﬁltering, packet normalization,
logging, dynamic rule-sets, bandwidth shaping, load balancing, spam ﬁltering and etc.
with huge support community. Hence, for this study OpenBSD PFF is implemented on
VM.
Having VF on machine would provide security to VM after migration is initiated
to when the migration ends, thus, protecting VM from attacks during the transition.
With PFF at VM-level the attack window for attacker during migration span can be
reduced. The results of this study can be useful for the Cloud providers (CPs) and
customers. Having VM-level firewall would build security layer for customer. If all
customers have this layer, the security of overall data center would also be enhanced,
thus, benefitting CP in the long run.

1.1

Problem Definition
In CC the virtualization technology leverages running many VMs on a single
physical host. The VMs are live migrated to other hosts by CPs for load balancing,
maintenance, and etc. VM is exploitable during migration. During migration the
intruder in network can stop migration, manipulate data on VM or hijack it (Oberheide
et al. 2008; Modi et al. 2012; Dawoud et al. 2010). If an intruder is successful to gain
access to VM during transition, the OS and data on VM is exposed. This propagates
the threat to its host and other hosts in LAN. VFs, which are regarded as first line of
security in network, are used to secure the VMs when they migrate (Basak et al. 2010;
Cabuk et al. 2008). These protect the VM from virtual network and LAN threats using
firewall rules to control the VM communication. VFs can be at VMM-level or VMlevel. The VMM-level VFs, if employed, protects VM before and after migration.
Different VF solutions are available in industry that takes care of VM migration
security at VMM-level.

Figure 1: Role of VMM-level & VM-level VF in VM migration
To compare the VMM-level and VM-level VFs for VM migration security, Figure
1 can be referred. The VMM-level firewalls protect the VM from network threats
before and after migration (Dawoud et al. 2010; Shetty et al. 2012). During the
3
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migration the attacker anywhere in network can exploit the VM (Oberheide et al.
2008; Modi et al. 2012). The VM-level firewall would enable security of VM during
migration. To evaluate the intactness of VM-level VF the Total Migration Time
(TMT) and VM downtime (DT) is calculated. The difference of both would indicate
the uptime (UT) of VM-level VF during VM mobility.
TMT is the duration between when migration is initiated and when the migration
is completed (Clark et al. 2005). TMT ranges between 21 s to 250 s (Xianqin et al.
2009; Salfner et al. 2011). The DT during migration is when the VM is unresponsive.
VM downtime varies between 0.3 s to 14 s (Xianqin et al. 2009; Salfner et al. 2011).
DT is a slot anywhere during TMT and according to literature its always less than
TMT (Salfner et al. 2011). Hence, the time during which migration is happening but
VM is not down could potentially be used by attacker to attack VM, which is where
the VF can provide security to VM. This time is referred as VF uptime (UT). It is
calculated by subtracting DT from TMT. Hence, UT for VF is calculated by sending
ICMP packets continuously to the migrating VM. The machine has firewall policy that
allows the ICMP packet transmission. The firewall log files are analyzed to calculate
TMT and DT (Salfner et al. 2011; Hao et al. 2009). UT for VF is measured as no other
metric to measure uptime for VF is exposed by VF vendor or Cloud provider (Salfner
et al. 2011).
Having VMM-VF can have other associated issues. The VMM is a juicy target for
attackers. It is also known as attack surface. VMM triggers the migration instruction to
which the customer is unaware. These add risk to the software and OS residing on VM
during migration and until the firewall rules are restored. The activeness of VF during
migration is not researched. This study performs its implementation and evaluates the
UT of VF. Consequently, having the VM-level VF intact during the migration with
VMM-level firewall would enable additional and customized VM migration security.

1.2

Research Questions
Having known the context of VFs in VM migration in CC the research questions
are:
RQ1. How much research is published on virtual firewalling for VM migration
security in CC?
RQ2. What are the techniques addressed for virtual firewalling for VM migration
security in CC?
RQ3. Are the researches limited?
RQ4. Does VF at VM-level protect the VM during migration and what is its
empirical evaluation?

1.3

Aims and Objectives
The aim is to investigate the VM-level virtual firewalling solution as a
complementary security layer for securing the migrating VM in CC domain. The
objectives are as follows:
 Identify how VFs secure the migrating VM in CC and its research gaps.
 Propose virtual firewalling at VM-level using open source VF.
 Implement VM-level VF to validate its intactness (uptime) during migration.
 Validate and evaluate the VM-level VF in real Cloud data center environment.

1.4

Contribution
This research contributes towards identifying literature and research gaps on
virtual firewalling for migrating VMs in CC. Moreover, it provides understanding of
open source virtual firewalling at VM-level for migrating VMs to reduce attack

3

window of VM during the migration. The final contribution is the validation and
uptime evaluation of the implemented Packet Filter firewall for VM at VM-level
during migration in City Network data center.

1.5

Thesis Structure
The following sections are organized as follows: Section 2 comprises of the
background and related work on virtual firewalls for VM migration security. Section 3
describes the research methodology i.e., the approach followed to undertake SLR and
to conduct the experiment. Section 4 presents the validity threats. Section 5 shows
results of SLR and experiment along with experiment validation. Section 6 contains
the discussion on the gathered results. Section 7 finishes off the research with
concluding remarks and potential pointers for future work. Section 8 lists all selected
studies for SLR.

1.6

Acronyms
CC
CP
ICMP
LAN
OS
PFF
SLR
VF
VM
VMM
WAN

Cloud Computing
Cloud Provider
Internet Control Message Protocol
Local Area Network
Operating System
Packet Filter Firewall
Systematic Literature Review
Virtual Firewall
Virtual Machine
Virtual Machine Monitor
Wide Area Network
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BACKGROUND
Virtualization is a staple technology of CC. IBM pioneered it in 1960s (Armbrust
et al., 2009) to utilize the resources of mainframe computers with timesharing and
multiprogramming techniques. These techniques led to the conception of
virtualization. Virtualization is defined as the abstraction of hardware resources for
enabling resource sharing. It can be at different levels: application, desktop, network,
storage and system virtualization (Qina et al. 2012). These resources can be
dynamically provisioned to the users on demand via Internet. With virtualization
benefits comes the need for virtual security (Bellovin 2006; Qina et al. 2012; Garber
2012).

Figure 2: System virtualization architecture
System virtualization is when a single physical host runs a number of VMs on it.
This VM has its own applications that run on its OS (guest OS). For the user, a VM
behaves just like an independent physical machine. A Virtual Machine Monitor
(VMM) interconnects the VMs, manages them and emulates the underlying hardware
for VM (Qina et al. 2012). Examples of VMMs are VMware ESXi4 and KVM5. For
emulation, environment such as QEMU can be used. The system virtualization
architecture (taken from (Qina et al. 2012)) is shown in Figure 2.
Live VM migration is a powerful feature of virtualization. In it the VMM triggers
the migration and VM is moved from one physical host to another with little or no
delay and without service interruptions (Xianqin et al., 2009). VM migration allows
the CPs to do upgrades, workload balancing, consolidation of VMs, testing and etc.
VM live migration is susceptible to network attacks such as ARP spoofing, Manin-the-middle, DoS, DDoS, DNS poisoning and etc. (Oberheide et al. 2008; Modi et al.
2012). As different customers run VMs in same LAN (in which the migration is done)
the VM becomes prone to attacks (Tavakoli et al. 2012). An inappropriate firewall
policy allows an attacker to initiate, control and terminate the migration (Shetty et al.
2012). A weak or missing policy can help an attacker to initiate migration, insert VM
with malicious code, execute rouge code on it or crash it. To prevent any unauthorized
activity the control policy such as firewall rules must be defined and kept intact all
times during migration process (Shetty et al. 2012).

4
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The authors‟ state firewalls can enforce security for VM in network (Basak et al.
2010; Dawoud et al. 2010; Tavakoli et al. 2012). They emphasize on firewall
intactness during and right after migration to avoid any security loopholes. Computer
firewalls have existed since 1980s (Ingham & Forrest 2002). A firewall is a security
device which enforces security policy using a set of rules. It can be virtual or physical.
According to (Garber 2012) housing multiple VMs into one host eliminates
physical/hardware firewall and other traditional security mechanisms. Author explains
having virtualization adds a virtual layer in the IT infrastructure in which traditional
hardware firewall, intended for physical environments, lacks visibility which adds up
to the network vulnerabilities. CEO of Cisco, John Chambers, in 2009 RSA conference
highlighted the point that security in Cloud cannot be handled in traditional ways
(Greene 2009). Hardware firewalls cannot filter the virtual traffic as the virtual
network traffic remains inside the host (Basak et al. 2010). As the Cloud environment
is shared, it is possible for an attacker to launch an attack across VMs inside host or in
LAN (Li, 2010; Modi et al., 2012). In a virtual world the attacks can be more rapid and
thus, devastating (Kourai et. al, 2012; Sqalli et al., 2011).
VFs are a solution to this problem (Basak et al., 2010; Haletky, 2008; Modi et al.,
2012; Northcutt, 2009; Zaborovsky et al., 2011). Virtual firewalling is a firewall
service that can perform packet filtering in virtual environments based on IP, ports and
protocols (Scarfone & Hoffman 2009). VF policy for controlled communication of
VMs can protect VM during migration from unauthorized migration initiation,
hijacking, or inserting code into VM (Shetty et al. 2012).
The use of VF at VMM-level is discussed in the literature (Carlin and Curran
2011; Basak et al. 2010; Cisco 2011; Modi et al. 2012). Amazon EC2‟s firewall
solution is discussed in Carlin and Curran‟s study. Basak wrote about VMware
implemented vShield firewall which is a VM with hardened firewall capabilities. It is
used to secure VM migration security in coordinating with VMware vMotion protocol.
Cisco Virtual Security Gateway is also a VF that provides security policies on the
virtual layer in CC.
Having VMM-level VF can have issues. According to (Szefer et al., 2011), the
VMM is the attack surface and must have bare minimum control. There are more than
40 combined vulnerabilities reported in Xen and VMware ESXi in the U.S.
government‟s National Vulnerabilities Database6. Work on secure VMM to perform
secure migration has also been published (Xianqin et al. 2009). In addition to this,
there could be an unsecure destination VMM or bugs in VMM migration module
(Shetty et al. 2012). Jennifer Rexford suggests involving customer in the migration
process as a good practice (Szefer et al. 2011). Mostly, the CP initiates migration to
which the customer is unaware. Moreover, the source VMM-level VF protects VM
before migration initiates whereas destination VMM-level VF protects VM after VM
migration is under the control of destination host. The intermediate migration path
remains unprotected making the VM vulnerable. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.

6
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Figure 3: VMM-level & VM-level virtual firewall
Considering the potential of VFs there should be a great value in using VM-level
open source VFs for protecting VMs between start migration and end migration (as in
diagram). Most of the previous work has focused on the implementation of live
migration with little or no consideration towards its security intactness while
migration. Ones that discuss security mainly cover aspects of VMM-level firewalls.
The intactness or activeness of VM-level VF during migration or its empirical
evaluation was not researched. VF is considered an important integrated security
element in Cloud environments. It is, however, good to secure VM using VM-level
firewall i.e. at user level to provide security to VM during migration. This would also
wave-off the total dependency on VMM-level VFs and reduce other associated risks.
An accessible solution for this is OpenBSD PFF. In recent years open source VFs have
matured and are effective like their commercial counterparts (Patton et al. 2000;
Cabido 2011; Ryan 2002). PFF amongst other open source VFs provides richer
security features (Artymiak 2003). Hence, it would be beneficial for migrating VM‟s
security to implement VM-level firewalling. It would be advantageous to experiment
and validate the use of PFF at VM-level for migrating VM as a complement to
enhance its security during VM transition. In this, study Kernel-based VMM (KVM) is
used to perform migration. KVM live migration algorithm7 is appended in Appendix
A.

2.1

Related Work
A closely related literature to this study is (Basak et al. 2010), in which the authors
present the need for virtualizing security functions that are currently in the form of
hardware appliances, such as firewalls. They demonstrated that VMware vShield VF
secures VM and helps to achieve secure migration with coordination of vMotion
protocol. For secure migration the vShield VF should be installed on every VM and
the vShield manager should be available at all times. The vSheild manager would send
firewall rules to every vShield VF before executing migration to maintain protection. It
runs on the commercial security vulnerability appliance of VMware only. A design
approach and prototype implementation of an extension of the virtual network
(ViNe) system is presented in (Tsugawa, 2010) to support live migration of VMs.
ViNe established tunnels between Cloud infrastructures which doesn‟t interrupt the
network traffic. The researcher executed migrations in which both the source and
destination VMMs should have ViNe to support the migration process. Moreover, the
evaluation of the approach was not presented.

7
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(Miaol et al., 2010) imitated network device called VSFilter which performed
virtual firewalling to filter network packets. However, it did not talk about VF
behavior during migration. A network virtualization solution is presented in (Xu et. al,
2011) that provided WAN VM live migration without disturbing the network
connections. They do not specifically talk about firewall rules. (Wu & Winer 2010)
recommended isolating the network traffic between VMs housed on same host using a
VMM-based ﬁrewall. Other literature on VMM-level firewall include (Carlin and
Curran, 2011; Cisco, 2011; Modi et al., 2012).
The above mentioned literature advocated use of a VMM-based ﬁrewall for
securing a VM during migration. A related work that acknowledges VM-level security
is given in (Tavakoli et al. 2012). The authors introduce a framework for moving
firewall context of VM with VM. They base the migration for LAN environments and
using shared file system like in this study. However, they neither evaluate their work
nor refer to firewall rule behavior during migration. (Xianqin et al. 2009) also
acknowledged this issue of migrating firewall states, and modiﬁed the XEN live
migration tool for providing connection tracking at VMM-level. However, none
implemented VF at VM-level, nor discussed its intactness during migration and neither
performed empirical tests for VF resiliency during VM motion.

8
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Collecting data using diverse methods provides a better understanding of a
research problem (Creswell 2009). For this reason the research questions proposed for
this dissertation are answered using mixed method approach. The study begins with a
SLR for the knowledge on virtual firewalling for VM migration security. In second
phase, open source VF is implemented on VM to identify potential of having VF on
VM during migration. This is done by measuring firewall behavior or intactness during
migration. As it‟s not possible to test firewall rule during small migration time, hence,
the uptime (UT) of VF is calculated. UT denotes that firewall is active and is providing
security to VM during migration span. An experimental validation in real Cloud setup
is performed to evaluate the VF intactness during migration.
Initially, interview, was chosen as a data collection method instead of SLR,
assuming first-hand knowledge and experience can answer well the research questions
about using VFs to secure VM migration. This methodology was dropped in the initial
stage due to limited number of data centers within reach, and instead SLR was chosen
to maximize the data collection. Appendix B compares both methodologies with
respect to this study.
The systematic review helped to gain the knowledge presented in literature
regarding virtual firewalling for migrating VM and in identifying its research
challenges. After analyzing the available literature and limitations the experimental
solution was designed, validated and evaluated. To design the experiment the available
resources were taken into consideration which included the accessible resources at the
City Network. In the next step the VF was configured on VM to verify the VF rules
before, during and after migration. A pilot migration was performed to verify rule
behavior during migration. To understand to what extent the experimental results are
valid, the migration expert at City Network performed 8 VM migrations. However,
firewall evaluation is critical in case of live VM migrations, hence, the UT is
calculated. It is measured using difference of TMT and DT (Hao et. al, 2009) . The
difference in both durations shows the potential of VF in securing VM from network
attacks during migration. The following sections describe these steps in detail.

3.1

Systematic Literature Review (SLR)
IT practitioners and decision makers decide about the technological aspects of the
organization. It is easy for them to take informed decisions about the technology if
there is enough evidence about its limits, risks, qualities, costs and suitability. (Barbara
2007) suggests use of evidence-based computing to support and improve the
technology adoption decisions. The goal of evidence-based research in computing
discipline is to integrate current best evidence with practical experience to enable
decision making about the development and maintenance of technology.
In this context, evidence is the synthesis of quality scientiﬁc studies on a particular
topic. The main method of synthesis is a SLR (Barbara 2007). SLR is a
methodological in-depth review of research results to support the development of
evidence-based guidelines to provide appropriate technological solutions in a speciﬁc
context. It is a predefined and fair process making it repeatable and less biased as
compared to other reviews, such as meta-analysis (Barbara 2007). The choice of SLR,
among other review methods, is also based on author‟s familiarity with the method.
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The purpose of SLR in this study is to review the how VFs, secure VM during
migration in CC domain using primary studies (so this study is a form of secondary
study). It is important to look into the topic as discussed in above sections.
Before undertaking the SLR, it was queried that no similar work is done.
Following databases were searched; Engineering Village, IEEE Xplore and ACM
Digital. The following keywords and combination of Boolean operators were used to
query: ("virtual machine*" OR "virtual Machine*" OR "virtual Network*" OR “virtual
machine monitor” OR “hypervisor*”) and (firewall* OR Firewall*) and (migrat* OR
mobility OR transfer*) and (SLR OR “Systematic Literature Review OR “Systematic
Review” OR “literature review” OR “literary review”). There were no related results
retrieved.
The SLR was conducted based on the guidelines of (Barbara 2007). The protocol
for addressing the research objectives proposed in Section 1.3 is presented in the
following subsections. The search strategy is described in Section 3.2, selection
methodology in Section 3.3, analysis in Section 3.4 and study synthesis in Section 3.5.
In Section 5.1 the SLR related research questions (RQ1-RQ3) are answered.

3.1.1

Research Questions
The research questions are given in Section 1.2.

With respect to RQ1, the research was conducted without applying any start year
to collect all the relevant published literature. To address RQ1 following were
identified; number of papers published per year, the databases and journal/conference
of paper. With respect to RQ2, the underlying virtual firewalling techniques for VM
were identified. To answer RQ3 2 issues are looked into:
RQ3.1. Are the research topics limited?
RQ3.2. What is the quality of literature?

3.2

SLR Search Strategy
This section outlines the process for generating key terms, the strategy for
searching, the databases searched, and the documentation for the search.

3.2.1

Key terms and Strategy

The key terms were identified for the literature search from prior knowledge in the
subject area and by consulting Sogand Shirinbab, a PhD. student in Blekinge Tekniska
Högskola (BTH). Her research is about VM migration in CC with focus on
performance. However, key terms related to „migration‟, „virtual machine‟ and „Cloud
computing‟ were common in both. The key terms are “virtual machine”, “migration”
and “firewall”. To define key terms, Population, Intervention, Comparison and
Outcome (PICO), method as suggested in (Barbara 2007) was followed. Key term
„Cloud Computing‟ was chosen as population, „Virtual Machine‟, „Migration‟ and
„Firewall ‟as an intervention. No comparison and outcome criteria were specified.
As identifying primary studies can be difﬁcult (even with knowledge in area) it is a
good approach to evaluate search strategy to verify if it is capable of returning most
relevant matches. For this Quasi-gold standard evaluation technique was used (H.
Zhang et al. 2011). Sensitivity of strategy for a given topic is deﬁned as the proportion
of relevant studies retrieved for that topic8. High sensitivity is usually desirable. The
sensitivity for the search strategy used in this SLR is (26/36 * 100) i.e. 72.2%. This
sensitivity is acceptable according to scale in (H. Zhang et al. 2011).

8

Sensitivity = (Number of selected studies retrieved / Total number of relevant studies) * 100%
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To perform search on electronic library the key terms (with synonyms and
variations of spellings) as in Table 1 were defined.
Table 1: SLR key terms
1: Virtual Machine
Virtual machine
Virtual machines
VM
Virtual network
Virtual networks
VN
Virtual machine monitor
VMM
Hypervisor
Hypervisors

2: Migration
Migrate
Migrates
Migration
Transfer
Transferring
Transfers
Mobility

3: Firewall
Firewall
Firewalls
Firewalling

4: Cloud Computing
Cloud
Clouds

Database search strings combined the key terms from all 4 columns in Table 1.
Using each combination from all columns, there were 420 search strings for each
database. In all databases the advanced search feature was used and search terms were
entered as one string. First column terms were entered with OR operator in between all
terms. Likewise terms of column 2, 3 and 4 were added. All column terms were
combined with the AND operator. The key terms were used with wildcards, initial
capital letters, and field preferences in scientific databases. Papers were reviewed if
they had the key term (column 1 and 2 of Table 1) in the abstract. No field was
specified for last 2 columns. The search strings are in Appendix C.

3.2.2

Databases

Nine scientific literature databases were searched for the literature. The selected
databases are shown in Table 2. The choice of these sources are based on the database
recommendations given in (Barbara 2007)9 and in Structured Literature Review10 in
Computer Science published by senior research scientist at SINTEF11 (Kofod-petersen
2012). Also the search strategy evaluation using Quasi-gold sensitivity was done
before proceeding (H. Zhang et al. 2011).
When databases allowed advanced search options, non-refereed papers such as
news articles, and books were excluded. Additionally, search was restricted by
Computer Science in Springer Link as it included a lot of non-referred work. The
journals and conference papers were selected because journals are peer-reviewed and
also because they are known to include empirical studies which are considered primary
for this SLR, and, conference and workshop papers have practical and novel insights
on any research area (e.g.: (Szefer et al. 2011)).

3.2.3

Other Sources

In addition to this, Sogand Shirinbab, a PhD. student at BTH was directly
contacted to ask for any sources or unpublished literature. It was done because
according to (Barbara 2007) other sources of evidence must also be searched to make
the full literature review. Moreover, the reference lists of relevant studies were
skimmed. This added 4 papers to final set of selected studies (Wu & Winer 2010;
Miaol et al. 2010; Dawoud et al. 2010; Xianqin et al. 2009).
9

IEEExplore, ACM Digital library, CiteSeer, Google scholar, Inspec, ScienceDirect, EI Compendex,
SCOPUS, SpringerLink.
10
ACM digital library, IEEE Xplore, CiteSeer, ISI web of knowledge, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink,
Wiley Inter science.
11
http://www.sintef.no
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Table 2: SLR databases
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3.3

Source
ACM Digital library
CiteSeer
Engineering Village (Inspec, Compendex)
IEEExplore
ISI Web of science
ScienceDirect
SCOPUS
SpringerLink
Wiley Inter science

SLR Study Selection
This section describes the process and documentation used for selecting studies for
the SLR.

3.3.1

Study Selection Process

Selection of studies for inclusion in the SLR is a two-stage process: (1) initial
selection of studies was based upon key terms search in the abstracts; in electronic
databases where the advanced search feature for abstract was not possible (e.g.
CiteSeer, SpringerLink) reading of abstract was done manually from the queried
results; only results having key terms (column 1 and 2 of Table 1) in abstract were
forwarded to next stage (2) First the duplicated papers were excluded and further
selection of studies was done based upon reading the paper. Table 3 shows the number
of papers evaluated at each stage of the selection process.
Table 3: Evaluated studies per stage
Stage

Papers at start of
Stage

Added papers

Total papers

Selected papers

Stage 1

All

0

All

36

Stage 2

36

0

36

12

Final: selected studies

12

6

18

18

At Stage 1, all 9 databases were queried with the key terms. There were 36 papers
that had relevant abstracts and warranted further reading in Stage 2. In Stage 2, the
duplicates were removed. In the start of the final stage there were 12 selected studies.
Latter 6 studies were added. Using reference list of selected papers 4 papers were
retrieved, (Wu & Winer 2010; Miaol et al. 2010; Dawoud et al. 2010; Xianqin et al.
2009). A search was redone for a conference proceeding keynote (Rexford 2012) using
the name of speaker for any other related paper on the subject. This resulted in adding
(Szefer et al. 2011). Similarly, (Riteau 2011) manuscript was replaced with author‟s
conference paper (Tsugawa et al. 2010). These were added to final selected studies.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria were focused on identifying papers that mention
about virtual firewall for VM migration specifically in CC. The inclusion and
exclusion criteria helped to refine the search to meet the research objectives.
All articles on the following topics published till October 30th 2012 was included:
 Virtual firewalling covered for VM migration security.
 All empirical and theoretical papers were included.
 Papers published in workshop, conference or journal.
Articles excluded in the selection process met the exclusion criteria as below:
 Duplicate reports of the same study (when several reports of a study exist in
different sources the latest version of the study was included).
 Studies not in English.
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3.3.2

Papers where main topic is not securing VM migration using VFs in CC.

Study Selection Documentation

The study data were stored in MS Excel for every stage of the selection process.
For each study, some or all of the following information was maintained:
 Title
 Source type and source
 Database
 Reference and publication year
Additionally, for Stage 2 in the study selection, the reason for exclusion was
recorded. After a stage was complete, the selected studies moved to another column in
Excel file, and any additional information required for selection was obtained.

3.4

SLR Study Analysis
After all stages of study selection were complete, the quality of the selected studies
was assessed and data was extracted from studies. Quality assessment was done to
determine the strength of elaborated inferences. It was done to ensure relevant
literature is considered during the process (Barbara 2007). The following sections
describe the data collected from each of the selected studies.

3.4.1

Study Quality Assessment

The quality of all of the selected (final stage) studies was done. For each study the
questions outlined in Table 4 were answered. All of the questions have 3 possible
responses: yes (1), no (0), or somewhat (0.5); where number is the numerical value for
each response. The sum of responses for each quality assessment question gives a
relative measure of study quality. The choice of questions was based on quality
checklist guidelines of (Barbara 2007). Table 4 shows the study quality assessment.
Table 4: Study quality assessment questionnaire
QA
1
2
3
4
5

3.4.2

Question
Is there a clearly stated research goal related to VM migration and does the study refer to
firewalls in relation to migration?
How well has the approach to, and formulation of, analysis and research process been
conveyed?
Are the limitations for approach given?
How well does the evaluation address its original aims and purpose?
How clear and coherent is the reporting?

Study Data Extraction
The data from the selected studies were maintained in paper notes and Excel file.
For each selected study following additional data was extracted:
 Firewall role in VM migration
 LAN or WAN Migration
 VM or VMM level security
 Approach limitations
 VF evaluation
 VMM used in implementation
 Summary of the study

3.5

SLR Study Analysis & Synthesis
For each research question, data was collected, analyzed and synthesized for each
selected study. For analysis data was collected from papers based on research
questions. Web diagrams were created from the extracted data (Christine B. Feak
2009). The diagrams were refined based on the theme of question. The irrelevant
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extracted data was removed and final set of data was tabulated. Table 6 and Table 7
provide number of papers published per year and their source databases addressing
RQ1. Section 5.1.2 provides answer to RQ2 by providing high-level overview on VF
used for VM migration. Table 8 presents data in tabular form for RQ2. Section 5.1.2
and 5.1.3 describe the results for VF techniques and gaps in literature concluding RQ2
and RQ3.

3.6

Experimental Solution
Based on the results of RQ2 and RQ3 the experimental solution is designed,
implemented and validated which answers RQ4. RQ4 looks like this; does VF at VMlevel protect the VM during migration and what is its empirical evaluation?
The SLR helped to gain the knowledge presented in literature regarding virtual
firewalling for migrating VM and in identifying its research challenges. The SLR
showed trend of VMM-level firewall for VM migration security with no research on
firewall behavior during migration. Neither was VM-level firewall solution tested and
evaluated. After analyzing the gaps the experimental solution of having VM-level VF
for VM migration was put forward and its intactness calculated using uptime to find
out the potential of having VM-level VF over VMM-level VF for VM migration
security. Experimental design, implementation, verification and validation are
discussed in the following sections.

3.7

Experiment Design
Before using VM-level PFF in real Cloud environment, it is important to
investigate whether the VF rules remain intact during migration or not. In addition to
this the uptime of VF during migration is evaluated to estimate the potential of using
VM-level VF. The uptime (UT) is calculated using the difference of Total Migration
Time (TMT) and downtime (DT). UT = TMT – D.
TMT is the duration from when the migration begins to when the migration is
completed. DT is defined as the phase during migration when there is VF
unreachability (Salfner et al. 2011). Both TMT and DT are critical metrics for
evaluating VM migration. These are used in the experiment to evaluate the intactness
of VF during migration as no other metric to evaluate VF behavior during migration is
provided by CP, who conducts migration, nor its given by VF vendor (Salfner et al.
2011).
Both TMT and DT are measured using ping commands. Ping is used here as
virtualization products do not expose TMT and DT themselves (Salfner et al. 2011).
Similar approach was used in Fang Hao‟s study to estimate DT (Hao et al. 2009). The
ping requests were directed to the target VM from remote VM after every 0.5 second
and 0.01 second intervals (I). The choice of decreasing the interval was to get more
precise results. To find out TMT 2 different formulas we used for different ping
intervals. For I = 0.5 s, TMT = PS/2 and for I = 0.01 s, TMT = PS/100; where, PS is
total number of ping packets sent by remote VM from start of migration till when the
migration was completed and I is the ping interval. The formula for calculating
downtime is: DT = PL*I; where, PL denotes the number of lost pings and I is the ping
interval (Salfner et al. 2011).
To validate the successful VM migration the pre-migration and post-migration VF
configuration files are recorded and compared. This comparison was done manually.
Then rules were tested before and after migration to verify their functionality. To test
the intactness of firewall rules an ICMP echo rule (called ping) is tested during
migration. The firewall intactness is evaluated in terms of VF uptime (UT).
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In order to achieve the general results in experiments they should be conducted in
real environments with actual people who are going to benefit from it or use it
(Wohlin, 2000). However, as VMs are owned by customer, hence, the experiment was
conducted in real setup by renting VMs from City Network. The diagrammatic
representation of the setup is in Section 3.8. However, the intervention of migration
expert at City Network was done to perform the migration.
To design the experiment the population is to be identified (Wohlin, 2000). The
population consists of PFF rules. An organization‟s security policy can contain up to
hundreds of rules. It is difficult to use all possible rules in experiment so a sample of
rules is taken. After this the sampling procedure is identified. The important factors to
consider in sampling are the sampling frame, method and the sample size. The
sampling frame contains all members of the population that have the probability to be
present in a sample and must be demonstrative of their population. In this thesis the
sampling frame consisted of 14 VF rules (strata 1 & 2). (Golnabi, 2006) formed a set
of 7 unique firewall rules (strata 1) based on the generalization algorithm that showed
all possible relations between all terms of the rule (Action, Protocol, Source Port,
Destination Port, Source IP, Destination IP). The addition of 5 default rules and 2 rules
to allow ping was done to the sample (strata 2). The final sample consisted of 14 rules.
Due to the movement of Internet packets to and from VM at any given time, it is
expected that at any given time the VM migration can be performed. Therefore, 8
migrations are performed in a row on 7th January 2013 and used as the sample frame.
The actual migration was scheduled in week before; due to technical issues the
validation schedule was revised. 8 migrations, 4 migrations for each ping interval,
were performed to wave off any validity threat of performing the experiment one time.
For choosing a sampling method, it is essential to elect if probability sampling method
is suitable or not. In it, all members of the population have the chance to be chosen in
the sample. If members have the same probability to be selected, the sample can be
unbiased. In this thesis it is possible to perform a random sampling with equal
probabilities. Hence, the rules for a VM can be selected at random. Firewall rules
between 2 VMs in both to and from direction were selected which consist of IPs, ports
and interfaces.
All records are selected using stratification i.e. complete strata 1 and 2. This means
no rule selection was done from each stratum but rather entire strata were chosen. In
this way, the sample can be said to have fairer representation of population. The
sample rule-set is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Sample PFF Rules

3.8

Experiment Implementation
To illustrate the potential of VM-level VF to protect the migrating VM, an
implementation of open source PFF is done on VM. The implementation setup and
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choice of resources included the accessible resources at the City Network. The
network in which the implementation is done consisted of physical hosts connected to
internet through switch as in Figure 5. The hosts are connected to external storage and
to other hosts using dedicated VLAN. Each host housed multiple VMs.

Figure 5: Cloud data center
The migration is executed on open source Kernel-based virtual machine monitor
(KVM) residing on host computer using standard KVM migration algorithm. The
algorithm is appended in Appendix A. QEMU12 (Quick emulator) is used to emulate
hardware such as physical NIC for user. QEMU is accessed from Internet using Login
name and password. Through successful Login user can access OS and data on VM.
The block diagram for migration setup is shown in Figure 6. Figure 14 has migration
interface.

Figure 6: VM migration architecture
Appliances ranging from Linux flavors to Windows were available with hardware
going from 1 CPU to 8 CPUs and varying memory choices from 10GB to 3000GB. To
limit the scope of study VMs were prepared with similar specifications as in Table 5.
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http://wiki.qemu.org
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Table 5: Technical implementation specifications
VM
Operating System
CPU
Memory
Network
Host hardware
CPU
DRAM
NIC
VMM
Name
Kernel Version
Emulator

OpenBSD 5.1 64-bit
1
512 MB
10G E
AMD64
64GB and 128GB per node
Multiple 10G and multiple 1G
KVM
OpenBSD 5.1 (Generic)
QEMU Virtual CPU 0.9.1

No migration optimization tools were used. The migration was performed using
standard KVM migration. The implementation of set-up required:
1. Setting up 2 VMs (remote, target).
2. Configuring PFF policy on VMs.
a. Remote VM with policy that accepts all incoming and outgoing traffic.
b. Target VM with PFF sample rule-set that includes rules specified with IP,
ports, interfaces and protocols; TCP, UDP, ICMP.
c. Rules are logged for analysis.
3. The VMM triggers the migration
The above steps are shown in Figure 11-13 in Appendix D.

3.9

Experiment Validation Design
After setting up VMs the VF was configured and loaded. Appendix E shows the
communication between 2 VMs to verify the PFF rules function like they should. This
was done before migration.
A session was setup with the migration expert. It was decided to perform live VM
migrations to verify the valid functionality of the firewall rules during and after
migration and to evaluate the intactness of VF using UT. The validation process was
executed in Karlskrona, Sweden during 1500 hours from City Network. The day was
chosen based on the availability of migration expert.
During each migration, the ping (ICMP) requests were sent and logged on remote
system. The log file was also maintained on target VM to verify PFF behavior during
migration. The reason to log packets on remote host has 2 reasons. One is to generate
TCPDUMP on target VM to verify PFF functionality during migration. Second is to
analyze the logs for missing ping packets for UT calculation. The log file on remote
system captured target VM‟s IP, packet sequence number and time in milliseconds the
packet took to get response from target VM.
For evaluation of PFF intactness the log on remote VM was analyzed to see total
sent packets (for TMT) and missing packets (for DT). To validate PFF rule
functionality after migration the rules were tested again on target VM. The results are
shown in Appendix F. To have general results in total 8 migrations were done. The
TMT and DT for migration were recorded for all VMs using the formulas. UT was
calculated using formula. UT demonstrated the intactness of VF during migration,
thus, showing the potential of VM-level VF during migration. The results are shown in
Table 11.
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A pilot test was run to check if rules were functioning as desired. Test migration
was performed as well to verify the PFF functionality before and after migration. After
validation the data is recorded into Excel sheet. The following fields were recorded:
VM ID, VM IP, VM OS, VM memory, VM CPU, host hardware, host CPU, VMM
specification, VM rule set, VM rule-set functionality, ping packets send, ping packets
received and ping sequence number. The system logs were stored in VMs (.txt and
.cap format). It is useful to test each rule during migration but as migration slot is
small enough to test all rules, only one was tested as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. If
one rule was intact during migration it was assumed other rule for that specific run will
also be intact.

3.10 Experiment Verification
To ensure that PFF rule-set functions as it should, the PFF was configured and
tested between 2 VMs. The testing was done during preliminary test and also while
doing validation. First, default rules were configured on PFF and their functionality
verified. Then the individual rules of strata were tested separately. This was done
because PFF matches the rules from top to bottom and fires the last matching rule.
Doing separate verification for each rule ensured that rule was configured and loaded
correctly. Then, all sample rules were loaded and functionality verified. Before the
migration the IPs, VM IDs, and other data was recorded. All VMs were prepared for
migration together. Each migration was done separately i.e. one VM was migrated at
one time. Ping request was sent while VM transition to target VM from remote VM.
Logs were maintained at remote VM. The process was repeated for all migrations to
find out behavior of VF during VM motion. Lastly, the UT is calculated using TMT
and DT difference and rules were verified again after VM migration.
Before commencing the validation process, migration expert at City Network
tested the KVM migration.
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4

VALIDITY THREATS
The study faced several validity threats that threat the results and so must be
catered before evaluating the use and validation of PFF in Cloud environment.
Construct validity occurs when inadequate measures of variables are used (Creswell
2009). The design and reliability of experiment can have construct threat to the results.
Results can be hampered with semantic error in firewall rule or incomplete packet
transmission on network. To weaken the effect of the threat, rules published elsewhere
were chosen for experimenting. Figure 4 shows how PFF configuration looked like.
Further, ping interval was decreased to 0.01 seconds which means 100 packets were
sent to target VM over network each second. It was done to send and capture many
packets within a second to get more accurate number of missing packets which would
result in precise and possibly near to actual uptime. This also potentially waved off the
threat of using a simple network diagnostic tool, Ping. Making the interval smaller,
more accuracy can be expected. Also to test the functionality of rule they were tested
prior to running the actual migration experiment. The results of ping logs are shown in
Table 11.
Other validity threats that can question the experiment‟s evaluation and validation
are internal and external validity threats (Creswell 2009). Internal validity mirrors that
the study‟s casual conclusion is justified. Such merit is founded by the extent to which
the study reduces its bias. The external validity threat refers to wrong inference from
the sample. The threat to these validities may occur if the PFF rules that are used in the
evaluation are not representative of the population i.e. are biased in terms of size and
rule functionality. If non-representative rules are chosen the result can be naive. To
cater it, the stratified samples are used from population for the experiment. Both strata
are included so all rule combinations can be included. Entire strata (strata 1 + strata 2)
were chosen for experimental validation to make it representative of the population.
Furthermore, to reduce external validity threat on results due to any network latency or
any other unknown factor the migrations were done 8 times along with statistical
analysis; standard deviation and confidence interval. However, it is considered to
replicate the study at later times with more number of migrations to determine if the
same results occur.
The SLR was conducted without specifying start year to capture all the researches
on the subject. However, using the key term, Cloud, could limit studies, as the term
was used around 2008. This can be a threat of missing some studies before 2008. To
reduce the threat the search was conducted on ACM without using key term „Cloud‟.
11 results were retrieved of which 8 were already the part of SLR. Other 3 were read
and found unrelated to the topic. Similar result statistics were retrieved from
Engineering Village and IEEE Xplore. Moreover, additional sources were reached to
have broader SLR. Word „security‟ was not used in SLR as key term as it resulted in
many unrelated papers. Hence, the choice of „firewall‟ was made without using any
field preference.
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5

RESULTS
In this section, the answers to the research questions are presented.

5.1

SLR Results

5.1.1

RQ1

How much research is published on virtual firewalling for VM migration security
in CC?
Table 6: Sources searched for all years (up to October 30 2012).
Year
ACM Digital
Relevant
Selected
CiteSeer
Relevant
Selected
IEEE Xplore
Relevant
Selected
Engineering Village
Relevant
Selected
Scopus
Relevant
Selected
ScienceDirect
Relevant
Selected
SpringerLink
Relevant
Selected
Web of Knowledge
Relevant
Selected
Wiley
Online
Library
Relevant
Selected

2004

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Total

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

3
2

2
1

2
1

8
4

1
0

0
0

1
1

2
0

1
1

3
0

0
0

8
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

4
3

5
3

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

3
2

4
3

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

2
1

5
3

8
5

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1

2
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Total Relevant
Total Selected (with
duplicates)
Total
Selected
(without duplicates)
Other sources
Final Selected

1
0

2
0

1
1

3
0

6
5

8
3

15
11

36
20

0

0

1

0

3

3

5

12

0
0

0
0

0
1

1
1

3
6

1
4

1
6

6
18

In Table 6 total relevant refers to papers that were retrieved from databases using
search string. After applying inclusion/exclusion criteria on relevant studies the total
selected studies were found. Papers from reference list of these selected studies were
added to total selected and a set of final selected studies of SLR was formed.
Duplicates mean when one paper is found in more than one database. Final selected
studies are listed in Table 7 and
Table 8. Complete reference list is in Section 8.
Overall, 18 studies were identified that mentioned about securing VM when it
migrates. Total 36 studies were identified from all databases as part of Stage 1 of study
selection. Later, after de-duplication and applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria
12 studies were selected. On adding papers from reference list of selected studies the
final selected studies rose to 18. It can be seen that, most selected work on the topic
occurred during or after 2008 with the most studies (67%) published in 2010 and 2012.
2 studies (Jarraya, 2012; Jarraya, 2012(1)) referred to encoding and moving rules
as algebraic terms for distributed firewalls. Thus, both studies directly relate to each
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other. (Tsugawa et al. 2010; Riteau 2011) implemented ViNe (virtual network) system
to move VMs to different subnet without interruption in VM communication, and,
maintaining firewall rules. 2 papers present how VMware secures VM migration
(Zhou 2010; Basak et al. 2010). A system to detect unpatched firewall file on VMs in
LAN was given by (Litty and Lie, 2011) . (Xianqin et al. 2009) built a prototype
system of the framework based on stateful firewall enabled Xen hypervisor. They
suggest enhancing VMM capability to secure VM migration.
(Tavakoli et al. 2012) presented a framework for moving firewall policies in open
source VMM. Their work was not evaluated. A framework for network virtualization
to allow related VMs to be connected together on a virtual network, enforcing isolation
security for group VM migrations was given by (Cabuk et al. 2008). Other secure
migration frameworks was given by (Dawoud et al. 2010; Wu & Winer 2010).
(Aslam et al. 2012) proposed Trusted Computing technique for secure VM launch
and migration. The protocol guarantees that VM can only be migrated to a trustworthy
cloud platform. The user defines the trust policy for VM like firewall rules. (Miaol et
al., 2010) imitated network device called VSFilter which performed virtual firewalling
to filter network packets. (Xianqin et al. 2009) emphasized on making VMM to tackle
network attacks during VM mobility. (X. W. and Y. Chen 2011) discussed about
securing communication mechanism during VM migration using software agents.
However, (Szefer et al. 2011; Mann et al. 2012) presented the idea of reducing VMM
work and suggested software-defined approach using OpenFlow protocol to secure
migration. OpenFlow provided VF functionality. (Szefer et al. 2011) put the
responsibility of VM-level security on customer.
Total 3 propositions were evaluated as in Table 8. With respect to where the
literature is published, ACM and Scopus included total 9 selected studies. Engineering
Village and IEEE contributed to 3 studies each.

5.1.2

RQ2

What are the techniques addressed for virtual firewalling for VM migration
security in CC?
Table 8 summarizes the techniques to provide firewall functionality to VM for
secure migration. The detailed discussion on selected studies can be found in the
papers.
Table 8 presents each of the selected studies and categorizes them with
firewall approach used for VM migration security, migration type, evaluation and
limitations.
To summarize the selected studies, 7 papers talk about firewalls for migrating VM
with VMM dependency. (Riteau 2011; Tsugawa et al. 2010) introduced virtual
network to enhance the virtual network security and to ensure firewall connections
move along with VM. For this to succeed, ViNe should be present on all VMMs.
Another way to ensure tightened firewall rules is by automated detection and manual
patching of vulnerable firewall configuration files (Litty & Lie 2011). VMware way of
ensuring virtual firewalling is by making use of their ESX VMM and vSheild firewall.
The vMotion performs migration in coordination with vShiled firewall. The vShield
manager ensures all firewalls are synchronized before migration (Zhou 2010; Basak et
al. 2010). A similar virtual networking approach was given by (Cabuk et al. 2008;
Dawoud et al. 2010). For open source VMM a framework was presented for migrating
dynamic firewall rules with VM (Tavakoli et al. 2012). (Xianqin et al. 2009) built a
prototype system of the framework based on stateful firewall enabled Xen hypervisor.
They suggest enhancing VMM capability to secure VM migration. Of all these only
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(Basak et al. 2010) evaluated their work. (Szefer et al. 2011) was of the idea that VMlevel security is solely customer‟s responsibility.
Firewall rule preservation was discussed by selected SLR studies. (Jarraya, 2012;
Jarraya, 2012(1)) referred to preservation of firewall rules after migration. They
encoded the rule before migration and decoded after migration.
Some papers talked about other measures that mimicked firewall. (Aslam et al.
2012) proposed Trusted Computing technique for secure VM launch and migration.
The protocol guarantees that VM can only be migrated to a trustworthy cloud
platform. The user defines the trust policy for VM like firewall rules. (Miaol et al.,
2010) imitated network device called VSFilter which performed virtual firewalling to
filter network packets. (Xianqin et al. 2009) emphasized on making VMM to tackle
network attacks during VM mobility. (X. W. and Y. Chen 2011) discussed about
securing communication mechanism during VM migration using software agents.
However, (Szefer et al. 2011; Mann et al. 2012) presented the idea of reducing VMM
work and suggested software-defined approach using OpenFlow protocol to secure
migration. OpenFlow provided VF functionality. (Szefer et al. 2011) put the
responsibility of VM-level security on customer.
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Table 7: Selected studies
ID
1

Reference and Year
(Rexford 2012)

2

(Szefer et al. 2011)

3

(Litty & Lie 2011)

4

(Zhou 2010)

5

(Basak et al. 2010)

6

(Riteau 2011)

7

(Tsugawa et al. 2010)

8

(Jarraya, A. Eghtesadi,
et al. 2012)

9

(Jarraya,
Arash
Eghtesadi, et al. 2012)

10

(Tavakoli et al. 2012)

11

(X. W. and Y. Chen
2011)

12

(Cabuk et al. 2008)

13

(Aslam et al. 2012)

14

(Mann et al. 2012)

15

(Wu & Winer 2010)

16

(Miaol et al. 2010)

17

(Dawoud et al. 2010)

18

(Xianqin et al. 2009)

Source
Conference.
Proceedings of the 39th Annual ACM SIGPLANSIGACT Symposium on Principles of Programming
Languages (POPL)
Conference.
Proceedings of the 18th ACM conference on Computer
and communications security
Conference.
Proceedings of the 7th ACM SIGPLAN/SIGOPS
international conference on Virtual execution
environments (VEE '11)
Journal
SIGOPS Operating Systems Review
Journal.
Operating Systems Review (ACM)
Conference.
International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed
Processing: Workshops and PhD Forum (IPDPS ‟11)
Workshop.
GLOBECOM Workshops (GC Wkshps), 2010 IEEE
Conference.
International
Conference
on
Collaboration
Technologies and Systems (CTS)
Conference.
Stabilization, Safety, and Security of Distributed
Systems. Proceedings of the 14th International
Symposium, SSS 2012
Conference.
Information and Communication Technologies.
Proceedings 18th EUNICE/IFIP WG 6.2, 6.6.
International Conference, EUNICE 2012
Journal.
Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing
Conference.
The Rise and Rise of the Declarative Datacentre
May 12-13, 2008, Microsoft Research Cambridge, UK
Conference.
IEEE International Conference on Trust, Security and
Privacy in Computing and Communications
Conference.
IEEE Network Operations and Management
Symposium
Conference.
Seminar on Network Security, National Natural Science
Foundation of China
Conference.
International Conference on Educational and Network
Technology (ICENT)
Conference.
The 7th International Conference on Informatics and
Systems
Conference.
2nd IEEE International Conference on Broadband
Network & Multimedia Technology

Title
Programming Languages for Programmable
Networks

Eliminating the hypervisor attack surface for
a more secure Cloud
Patch auditing in infrastructure as a service
Clouds

Virtual networking
Virtualizing Networking and Security in the
Cloud
Author manuscript, Building Dynamic
Computing Infrastructures over Distributed
Clouds
User-level virtual networking mechanisms to
support virtual machine migration over
multiple Clouds
Cloud calculus: Security verification in
elastic Cloud computing platform
Formal verification of security preservation
for migrating virtual machines in the Cloud

A framework for security context migration
in a firewall secured virtual machine
environment.
Approach of the Secure Communication
Mechanism for the Off-Site Live Virtual
Machine Migrations
Declarative Security Speciﬁcation of Virtual
Networks
Security and Trust Preserving VM Migrations
in Public Clouds
CrossRoads: Seamless VM Mobility Across
Data Centers through Software Deﬁned
Networking
Network Security for Virtual Machine
in Cloud Computing
Developing a Virtual Network Environment
for Analyzing
Malicious Network Behavior
Infrastructure as a Service Security:
Challenges and Solutions
Seamless virtual machine live migration on
network security enhanced hypervisor
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Table 8: Selected studies data.
ID

1, 2

3

Firewall role in securing migrating
VM

Level

Security of Guest OS and applications on it are customer‟s responsibility.
Migration model where customer
participates.
Propose removing VMM so VM
directly accesses hardware.
System on VMM detects unpatched OS VMM
and firewall. Upon detection system
reports to administrator.

MigraLimitations
Evaluation for role of firewall
VMM
tion
in securing VM migration
Type:
LAN,
WAN
Live VM migration as future work None

-

Overhead increases by 4%.
Delay in informing the
administrator.

-

Xen

-

VMWare
vSphere

VM

4

VShield Firewall coordinates with VMM
vMotion migration protocol to ensure
that the state travels with the VM.

LAN

5

Vmotion migrates VM. To move
firewall states all hosts must have
Vsheild. Vshield manager ensures
protection by sending VM rules to all
hosts. Vmotion should communicate
with Vmotion to have secure migration.
Implemented ViNe (virtual network) to
move VMs to
different subnet with interruption in
VM communication
The VM migration specifications and
firewall rules are encoded as algebra.
The encoding is compared for VM
before and after migration. Equivalence
depicts preservation of rules.
A framework is presented in which VM
firewall rules and other states are
moved with VM.

VMM

LAN

VMM

LAN

VMM

WAN

No practical applicability and CPU time for VM migration
performance overhead.

-

VMM

LAN

Approach is not validated, nor evaluated.

KVM

11

Software agents perform migration.

-

WAN

Communication between agents can be vulnerable.

-

12

Presented framework for network
virtualization to allow related VMs to
be connected together on a virtual
network, enforcing isolation security
for group VMs during migration.
Proposed alternate with Trusted
Computing technique for secure VM
launch and migration. The protocol
guarantees that VM can only be
migrated to a trustworthy cloud
platform.
Leverage software deﬁned networking
and implement an OpenFlow based
prototype for
seamless live VM
mobility across multiple data centers
Presented Virtual network framework
to improve security of the intercommunication among VMs. Used
firewall to protect from sniffing and
spoofing attacks on VM.
Filters packets and forward allowed
packets to destination VMM

VMM

LAN

VMs in same group can securely migrate

-

VMM

-

Applicable
with
Trusted Computing Module only.

-

6, 7

8, 9

10

13

14

15

16
17

18

All hosts musts have vShield
Firewall. Firewall rules of VM are
sent to all possible hosts before
migration.
Single choke point.
Extra load on hosts who get rules
of VM but VM never migrates to
that host.
No comparison with other VFs.

Deploy 10 virtual security VMWare
firewall appliances
(Edge vSphere
SVA) in parallel. Deploying ESX
time:
Minimum:81s
Maximum:235s
Dependency on VMM-to-VMM KVM
communication.
Evaluation is future work.

Central WAN
control
plane

-

Evaluated performance

-

VMM

LAN

-

-

Xen

-

LAN

-

-

-

LAN

-

-

-

LAN

-

Download file using FTP.
The file downloads with
DT=1.6s.

Xen

Has
architecture
for
secure VMM
provisioning and migration of
VMs. They focus on Private Virtual
Infrastructure for monitoring, tamper
detection and secure shutdown for
migration.
Emphasize on network security enabled VMM
VMM to protect VM from virtual
network attacks using stateful firewall.

Here a hyphen denotes that no data is available.
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5.1.3

RQ3
Are the researches limited?
To answer it 2 sub-questions were considered which are as follows:
RQ3.1. Are the research topics limited?
RQ3.2. What is the quality of literature?

Table 9 gives list of 13 papers not selected in the SLR i.e. 52% of relevant
literature did not focus on the subject. Instead they covered other aspects of VM
migration such as enhancing resource sharing with migration, optimizing VM
migration performance or virtualization security in general. None of them focused on
securing VM during migration or testing firewall behavior during VM migration in
CC.
Table 9: Candidate studies not selected
ID
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12
13

Source

Reference and Year

Title

In Proceedings of the 7th ACM
SIGPLAN/SIGOPS international conference
on Virtual execution environments (VEE '11)
In Proceedings of the 9th USENIX
conference on Operating systems design and
implementation (OSDI'10)
In Proceedings of the 4th USENIX
conference on Networked systems design and
implementation (NSDI'07)
Proceedings of the 23rd conference on Large
installation system administration (LISA'09)
Proceedings of the 1st ACM workshop on
Virtualized infrastructure systems and
architectures (VISA '09)
Proceedings
of
the
7th
ACM
SIGPLAN/SIGOPS international conference
on Virtual execution environments
Proceedings of the 2011 International
Conference on Parallel Processing (ICPP '11)

(Wood & Shenoy 2011) CloudNet: dynamic pooling of
Cloud resources by live WAN
migration of virtual machines
(Timothy Broomhead, Virtualize everything but time
Laurence
Cremean,
Julien Ridoux 2010)
(Wood et al. 2007)
Black-box and gray-box strategies
for virtual machine migration

Exclusion
reason
Exclusion
criteria 3
Exclusion
criteria 3
Exclusion
criteria 3

(Tripathi et al. 2009)

Crossbow virtual wire: network in a Exclusion
box
criteria 3
(Hao et al. 2009)
Enhancing Dynamic Cloud-based
Exclusion
Services
criteria 3
using Network Virtualization
(Wood & Shenoy 2010) CloudNet: A Platform for Optimized Exclusion
WAN Migration of Virtual
criteria 3
Machines
(Xu et al. 2011)
WAVNet: Wide-Area Network
Exclusion
Virtualization Technique for Virtual criteria 3
Private Cloud
Journal Computer Virology, Volume 8, No. 3 (Ranjith et al. 2012)
On covert channels between virtual Exclusion
(August 2012)
machines
criteria 3
Proceedings of the 16th European conference (Schunter & Eriksson Automated information flow
Exclusion
on
Research
in
computer
security 2011)
analysis of virtualized infrastructures criteria 3
(ESORICS'11)
Proceedings of the 6th international workshop (Stabler et al. 2012)
Elastic IP and security groups
Exclusion
on Virtualization Technologies in Distributed
implementation using OpenFlow
criteria 3
Computing Date (VTDC '12)
Component Deployment: Second
(Cutsem et al. 2004)
On the Performance of SOAP in a Exclusion
International Working Conference (LNCS
Non-Trivial
criteria 3
volume 3083/2004)
Peer-to-Peer Experiment
IEEE International Symposium on Network (Miyamoto et al. 2009) Customizing Network Functions for Exclusion
Computing and Applications
High Performance Cloud Computing criteria 3
IEEE Communications Magazine
(Decusatis et al. 2012) Communication within Clouds:
Exclusion
Open Standards and Proprietary
criteria 3
Protocols for Data Center
Networking

Out of the selected studies a trend was seen of having VMM-level firewall security
to protect VMs while migration. Moreover, the papers that covered some sort of virtual
firewalling were either not evaluated or dealt with commercial solutions. Thirdly, these
results did not evaluate the intactness or behavior of VF during migration.
Security policies are deployed in form of firewall rules in Cloud data center to
enable security. This prevents VM from migration related attacks as discussed above.
The physical and VMM-level firewalls cannot protect VM in virtual network or during
migration. Plus, VMM-level VF may not always be customized for specific VM and
can also be latent to secure migrating VM. When VM migrates, it is vulnerable to
attacks such as VM fake migration, session hijacking, loss of service and etc. It thus,
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becomes critical to ensure firewall policy intactness on VM during migration and
evaluate it during migration.
To answer RQ3.2 the quality assessment method of (Barbara 2007) is used. The
quality questions are defined in Table 4 . The score for each study is shown in Table
10. Study quality varied from 2 to 5, where a quality value of 5 is highest, as measured
from the 5 questions in Table 4. The average study quality is 3.6 (68%), which shows
that most of the selected studies were of high quality. None exhibited intactness of VF
during migration and no open source VFs at VM-level was researched. They tended to
lack the empirical evaluation on subject and some did not discuss the limitations of
approach.
Table 10: Study Quality
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

QA1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1
1

QA2
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

QA3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

QA4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

QA5
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total score
2
4.5
5
2.5
5
2
4
3
3
3.5
3
4.5
5
3.5
4
4
4
4

5.2

Experiment Validation and Evaluation Results

5.2.1

RQ4

Does VF at VM-level protect the VM during migration and what is its empirical
evaluation?
The results of the 8 live migrations are gathered with the help of migration expert
at City Network. To view the firewall rule intactness during migration ICMP (ping)
packets were sent from a remote system to target VM while it was in transition. The
ping requests were logged in file on the remote machine to capture number of ICMP
packets that were missed. The firewall rule is configured on target machine to pass in
and out the ping requests. Table 11 depicts the total number of ICMP requests sent and
replies received for each VM which was used to measure downtime and approximate
TMT of VM. VM downtime is assumed to be equal to VF downtime. On subtracting
VF DT from TMT, the active/up time for VF can be measured.
Table 11: Firewall intactness evaluation using ICMP packets
For ICMP packet transmission interval = 0.5 s\
VM ID

Uptime
Downtime
Packets lost
Packets
(UT
= (DT = I*PL)
(PL = PS-PR)
Sent
TMT – DT)
(PS)
VM1
83
1
2
168
VM2
45.5
0.5
1
92
VM3
51
0.5
1
103
VM4
29.5
1
2
61
Mean DT = 0.75 s
DT Variance = 0.08 s
DT Standard Deviation
= 0.28 s
Mean TMT = 53 s
TMT Variance = 506.16
TMT Standard Deviation
s
= 22.49 s
Mean UT = 52.25 s
UT Variance = 503.4 s
UT Standard Deviation
= 22.43 s

Packets
Received (PR)
166
91
102
59

Total Migration VM IP
Time
(TMT=PS/2 s)
84
91.123.201.8
46
141.255.184.38
51.5
141.255.189.185
30.5
141.255.188.144
DT Confidence Interval
= 0.5 s to 1.0 s (95% confidence)
TMT Confidence Interval
= 30.5 s to 75.5 s (95% confidence)
UT Confidence Interval
= 30.3 s to 74.15 s (95% confidence)
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For ICMP packet transmission interval = 0.01 s
VM ID

VM5
VM6
VM7
VM8

Uptime
(UT
=
TMT – DT)
11.8
14.67
8.45
30.1

Downtime
(DT = I*PL)

Packets lost
(PL = PS-PR)

0.52
0.53
0.55
0.3

52
53
55
30

Packets
Sent
(PS)
1240
1527
903
3070

Packets
Received (PR)
1188
1474
848
3040

Mean DT = 0.47 s

DT Variance = 0.01 s

DT Standard Deviation = 0.11 s

Mean TMT = 16.6 s

TMT Variance = 89.24 s

TMT Standard Deviation = 9.44 s

Mean UT = 16.25 s

UT Variance = 68.73 s

UT Standard Deviation = 8.29 s

Total Migration
Time
(TMT=PS/100 s)
12.4
15.2
9.0
30.4

VM IP

91.123.200.33
91.123.201.50
188.95.224.175
91.123.200.139

DT Confidence Interval
= 0.37 s to 0.57 s (95% confidence)
TMT Confidence Interval
= 9.3 s to 25.9 s (95% confidence)
UT Confidence Interval
= 8.13 s to 24.37 s (95% confidence)

Here Uptime (for I = 0.01 s) varies from 93 % to 99%. In other words it means that
for up to 99% of migration span the VF at VM-level was found to be blocking and
allowing packets i.e. it was intact.
When the ping interval was set to half of a second, the ICMP requests were sent 2
times in each second. As the number of packets loss is always a whole number, the
downtime value will always be a whole number or nearest to 0.5. To get more precise
results the ping interval was decreased to a 100th part of a second i.e. 100 ping requests
were sent per second. This allowed to send and to capture more packets per second
which resulted in more tuned value of packets lost per second as in Table 11. Having
decreased the interval gave mean downtime equal to 0.47s, as compared to 0.75s with
large interval.
The table shows mean, standard deviation and confidence interval for DT, TMT
and UT. The standard deviation enables to depict which VMs have their UT within a
standard deviation of mean. It shows that 87% of the values are within a standard
deviation of a mean and can be classified as normal i.e. most of the VMs have normal
uptime.
With 5% risk of being wrong (95% confidence) the UT of machines varied
between 8 s and 24 s, with mean UT 16.25 s (for Ping Interval 0.01 s). It can be said
that if VF is implemented on VM, 97% of the migration interval has active firewall
protection (here mean TMT is 16.6 s). Having 97% protection of migration slot,
reduces attacker‟s chances to gain access to VM. This is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7: VF Uptime
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To test if of PF rules were intact during transition, TCPDUMP logs were captured
on target VM. However, the PPF rules were also tested after migration to verify the
functionality of the rule and were found to be correctly configured.

Figure 8: Target VM TCPDUMP log.
On 19th minute 20th second and 22nd second, 4 ICMP requests and responses
were logged. The ping interval is 0.5 seconds, in this case. On 19th minute at 21st
second target VM (91.123.201.8) received a packet request. 2 packets are missing in
the logs.

Figure 9: Remote VM ping log
VM (91.123.201.22) sends ICMP requests to target VM (IP: 91.123.201.8). ICMP
sequence shows 2 missing packets (icmp_seq 99 and 100).
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6

DISCUSSION
Making use of VF at VM-level will help the VM customers to enhance the VM
security during migration. As the SLR showed there are studies that mention about VF
at VMM-level using virtual network system (Tsugawa et al. 2010) or a virtual firewall
VM as in (Basak et al. 2010) or enhancing the security of VMM as in (Xianqin et al.
2009). In the majority of studies idea to secure VM relied on VMM-level security or
having commercial products. None measured VF activeness during migration. They
lacked investigation on using open source virtual firewalling solution at VM-level.
Therefore, in this study VF is implemented at VM-level with help of data center
experts to research on the prospective of VF such as OpenBSD PFF at VM-level as a
complement to the other available firewalls in virtual set-up. Also uptime is calculated
to evaluate its activeness, thus, filling up research gap.
The behavior of VF is evaluated and validated using an experiment which depicted
mean uptime of 16.2 s (for I= 0.01s). The migration expert evaluated the validity of the
results in real data center. Knowing the fact that no optimization was used to perform
virtual firewalling or for migration, the downtime was found close to VMware‟s
product (0.4s approximately) (Salfner et al. 2011) which shows the validity of open
source virtual firewalling at VM-level. In (Salfner et al. 2011) VMware analysis of
downtime is done for 4GB machine with working set equal to 0MB. As target machine
was idle, we assume the working set was close to 0MB. It is assumed, as VF DT is
close to VMware‟s, the UT calculation would also be close to other products in
industry.
Additionally, no studies reported empirical evaluation of VF such as PFF during
VM migration at VM-level in CC which refers to the research gap in the research
industry. However, the diagnostic network tool Ping used for calculation of uptime
may not be a best choice for evaluating critical live migration process. It is considered
to run similar experiment using other available network statistic tool.
Although the PFF rules used as experiment sample are taken from a research paper
(Golnabi et al. 2006), using more terms in rule may alter the results. While performing
rule configuration, it is however, critical for administrator to have firewalling
knowledge. PFF, although provide tightened security, but in case of false or
incomplete rule the firewall can produce incorrect behavior. Often misconfiguration
leads to administrators‟ lack of motivation. To cater this, the idea is to marry use of
VMM-level firewalling, to add up a security layer providing VMs from disastrous
attacks. However, for expert user, this may not hold true. With this, PF provides
logging feature at a very grain level so getting additional data can be useful, for
security professionals, which can be utilized to detect intrusion attempts and attack
patterns.
Having VM-level VF resolves other issues such as dependency on Cloud provider
to maintain fine grained VM security. As VMM is more prone to attacks than VM,
hence, the security mechanism on VM naturally keeps VM safer than having security
only on VMM.
In small companies and businesses where budget is not too high for security, using
this approach for VM security during migrations can leverage the owner from
licensing cost and up-gradation costs of using commercial services. Moreover, when it
comes to secure OS, OpenBSD tops up. Even, in terms of firewalling features and
security perspective OpenBSD PFF holds good repute.
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Third party can provide firewall-as-a-service for CC users and manage firewall for
customers who do not have the resources to manage it themselves for example
complex security policies.
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7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This research looked into the potential of virtual firewalling at VM-level using
open source Packet filter firewall as an additional security layer for migrating virtual
machine‟s (VM). A systematic literary review was done according to which the VMlevel security is not researched enough, nor is evaluated during migration. Based on
related work, the design was set-up and firewalling done for VM. To test its
functionality and uptime an experiment with the help of migration expert was
executed. The firewall was found to be intact during migration process with mean
uptime of 16.25 s (I = 0.01s). The reason for change in uptime is not a part of this
research.
The validity of the results was examined with the help of the data center migration
expert from City Network, Sweden. The validation process showed that the 75% of the
uptime values were normal uptime ranges (in this scenario). Additionally, a potential
research area was found during the validation process. Although, the VMs were not
under heavy workload, even then, some had more round trip ping time. It can be
looked in future, the reasons which caused the round trip time to vary greatly. Also, it
was found that the maximum round time occurred before packet loss in some cases.
The study highlighted the understanding of using VM-level open source VF for VM
migration security and VM security in general as a supplement to the VMM-level
firewalling in CC. It is concluded that using such an approach will likely bring
improved security for VMs like an additional security perimeter layer on the network
and providing customized and deep security.
It is however, essential to perform a similar experiment using more sophisticated
network diagnostic tools. To overcome the shortcomings of having 8 migrations,
another similar study with more migrations can further validate its results. It‟s also
beneficial to use PFF with full security features and test in real environment for days to
verify its resiliency. In the research, the migration was done in LAN. It can open
doors to a common gate for doing secure WAN migrations; hence, looking into WAN
migrations in future can be a yielding prospect. There are other virtual security
appliances that can leverage VM security and security of virtualization architecture on
the whole. The rules used to perform experiment were simple i.e. either had port
blocking or protocol. Adding NAT, Pfsync, CARP and etc. can be useful in dynamic
CC set-up. To improve PFF performance PF optimizer of OpenBSD can be employed,
to optimize rule matching.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A - KVM Live Migration

Figure 10: KVM live migration algorithm
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Appendix B - Research Methodology Alternative
Table 12: Research methodology comparison
Interview
Points
Less accessibility.
Respondents had to be selected
from Karlskrona only for face-toface interviews. Going to other
cities would be costly. 2 related
0
respondents were found and
interviewed.
Less related data available.
Selecting
an
appropriate
interviewee is very important, as
getting the relevant information is
highly dependent on interviewee.
Cloud VM security is not a
specified designation in IT security
or CC, which is why the chances
of selecting an inappropriate
0
interviewee cannot be ignored. 1
respondent was found suitable.
Slow identification of related
data/sources.
Appropriate respondent sample
comprised of practitioners or
professionals who can give firsthand information on research
0
questions and who are well
experienced in the domain i.e.
concerned people from CPs.

SLR
More accessibility.
With
access
to
several
scientific databases through
BTH the preliminary searches
were performed and many a
related
publications
were
found.
More related data available.
SLR follows structured and
repeatable
procedure
for
selecting and reviewing papers.
About 30 papers were available
using preliminary searches.

Points

1

1

Fast identification of related
data/sources.
Databases were queried using
search string on fields.
1
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Appendix C - SLR Search Strings
ACM: (((Abstract:"virtual machine*") OR (Abstract:"Virtual Machine*") OR
(Abstract:VM) OR (Abstract:"Virtual Network*") OR (Abstract:VN) (Abstract:"Hypervisor*")
OR (Abstract:"hypervisor*") OR (Abstract:"Virtual Machine Monitor*") OR (Abstract:"virtual
machine monitor*") OR (Abstract:"VMM*")) and ((Abstract:migrat*) OR (Abstract:transfer*)
OR (Abstract:mobility)) and ((firewall*) OR (Firewall*)) and ((Cloud*) OR (Cloud*)))
CiteSeer: abstract:("virtual machine*" OR "VM*" OR "Virtual Machine*" OR "Virtual
Network*" OR "virtual network*" OR "VN*" OR "VMM" OR "virtual machine monitor*" OR
"hypervisor*") AND abstract:("migrat*" OR "mobility" OR "transfer*") AND text:("firewall*"
OR "Firewall*") AND text:cloud*
Engineering Village: (((((("virtual machine*" OR "Virtual Machine*" OR VM* OR
"Virtual Network*" OR VN* OR hypervisor* OR Hypervisor* OR "virtual machine monitor*"
OR VMM OR "Virtual Machine Monitor*")) WN AB) AND (((firewall* OR Firewall*)) WN
All fields)) AND (((Migrat* OR migrat* OR transfer* OR mobility)) WN AB)) AND
(((Cloud* OR Cloud*)) WN All fields)), 1969-2012
IEEE: (("Abstract":"virtual machine*" OR "Abstract":VM OR "Abstract":"Virtual
Network*" OR "Abstract":VN OR "Abstract":"Virtual Machine Monitor*" OR
"Abstract":VMM
OR
"Abstract":"hypervisor"
OR
"Abstract":"hypervisors"
OR
"Abstract":"Hypervisor" OR "Abstract":"Hypervisors" OR "Abstract":"virtual machine
monitor*") AND (Abstract:migration OR "Abstract":migrates OR "Abstract":migrate OR
"Abstract":transfer* OR "Abstract":mobility) AND (firewalls OR firewall OR Firewalls OR
Firewall) AND (Cloud OR Cloud OR Clouds or Clouds))
SCOPUS: (TITLE-ABS-KEY("Virtual Machine*") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY("virtual
machine*") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY("VM*") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY("virtual network*") OR
TITLE-ABS-KEY("VN*") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY("Hypervisor*") OR TITLE-ABSKEY("hypervisor*") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY("Virtual Machine Monitor*") OR TITLE-ABSKEY("virtual machine monitor*") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY("VMM*") OR TITLE-ABSKEY("Virtual
Network*"))
and
(TITLE-ABS-KEY("migrat*")
OR TITLE-ABSKEY("transfer*") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY("mobility")) AND (ALL("Firewall*") OR
ALL("firewall*")) AND (ALL("Cloud*") OR ALL("Cloud*"))
ScienceDirect: (TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("Virtual Machine*") or TITLE-ABSTRKEY("virtual machine*") or TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("VM*") or TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("virtual
network*") or TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("VN*") or TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("Hypervisor*") or
TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("hypervisor*") or TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("Virtual Machine Monitor*") or
TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("virtual machine monitor*") or TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("VMM*") or
TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("Virtual Network*")) and (TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("migrat*") OR TITLEABSTR-KEY("transfer*") OR TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("mobility")) and ((Cloud) or (Cloud)) and
(firewall* OR Firewall*)
Springerlink: '("virtual machine*" OR "Virtual Machine*" OR VM OR "Virtual
Network*" OR "virtual network* OR VN" OR VMM or “virtual machine monitor*” OR
“Virtual Machine Monitor*” OR “hypervisor*” OR “Hypervisor*”) and (migrat* OR transfer*
OR mobility) and (Firewall* OR firewall*) and (Cloud* OR Cloud*))'
Wiley Inter Science: ("Virtual Machine*" OR "Virtual Network* OR "virtual network*"
OR "virtual machine*" OR "Virtual Machine Monitor*" OR "virtual machine monitor*" OR
"VMM" OR "Hypervisor*" OR "hypervisor*") in Abstract and (migrat* OR transfer* OR
mobility) in Abstract and (firewall* OR Firewall*) in All Fields and (Cloud* OR Cloud*) in
All Fields.
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Web of Knowledge: TS=(("virtual machine*" OR "Virtual Machine*" OR VM OR
"Virtual Network*" OR "virtual network*" OR VN OR "hypervisor*" OR "virtual machine
monitor*" OR "VMM")) and TS=((migrat*)) and TS=((Firewall* OR firewall*)) and
TS=((Cloud* OR Cloud*))

Appendix D - VF Implementation

Figure 11: Setting up VM

Figure 12: Remote VM firewall configuration
The default pass rules are set for VM.
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Figure 13: Target VM firewall configuration
It includes sample firewall rules.

Figure 14: KVM Migration Interface
The figure depicts the VM name, its IP, along with other VM specifications. The
migrations are executed using buttons. Other actions such as VM start, stop, delete or
clone are all done using this administrative interface.
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Appendix E - VF Rule Verification Before Migration

Figure 15: PFF rule verification before migration.
Verifying FTP rule between VM2 (IP: 91.123.201.8) and VM1 (IP:
91.123.201.22). FTP request was sent from VM2 to VM1. After user authentication
the FTP establishes connection with VM1. The TCPDUMP log in bottom screen
acknowledges the successful FTP connection.

Figure 16: PFF rule verification before migration (log).
Verifying FTP rule between VM2 (IP: 91.123.201.8) and VM1 (IP:
91.123.201.22). FTP request was sent from VM2 to VM1. After user authentication
the FTP establishes connection with VM1. The TCPDUMP log acknowledged the
successful FTP connection.
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Appendix F - VF Rule Verification After Migration

Figure 17: PFF rule verification after migration.
Verifying FTP rule between VM2 (IP: 91.123.201.8) and VM1 (IP:
91.123.201.22). FTP request was sent from VM2 to VM1. After user authentication
FTP established connection with VM1. The TCPDUMP log in bottom screen
acknowledges the successful FTP connection.

Figure 18: PFF rule verification after migration (log).
Verifying FTP rule between VM2 (IP: 91.123.201.8) and VM1 (IP:
91.123.201.22). FTP request was sent from VM2 to VM1. After user authentication
the FTP establishes connection with VM1. TCPDUMP log acknowledged the
successful FTP connection
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